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We use the concept of generalized (almost localized) Fermi Liquid composed of nonstandard quasiparticles
with spin-dependence effective masses and the effective field induced by electron correlations. This Fermi liq-
uid is obtained within the so-called statistically-consistent Gutzwiller approximation (SGA) proposed recently
[cf. J. Je¸drak et al., arXiv: 1008.0021] and describes electronic states of the correlated quantum liquid. Partic-
ular emphasis is put on real space pairing driven by the electronic correlations, the Fulde-Ferrell state of the
heavy-fermion liquid, and the d-wave superconducting state of high temperature cuprate superconductors in
the overdoped limit. The appropriate phase diagrams are discussed showing in particular the limits of stability
of the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) type of state.
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1. Introduction: Fermi liquids vs. correlated liquids
The metals that we understand both qualitatively and (semi) quantitatively, are described by
the Landau theory of Fermi liquids. It bases on the concept of the individual particle (electron
and hole) excitations of electron gas, which survive in a liquid of interacting electrons. These ex-
citations – quasiparticles – are long-lived, particulary near the Fermi surface, although they have
renormalized (“dressed”) characteristics such as the eﬀective mass (but not charge) and related to
it Fermi velocity. Such a metallic state is the point of departure of a very successful theoretical
description of a wide class superconductors, the Bardeen-Copper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory of super-
conductivity. It relies on an attractive interaction created by the virtual exchange of (nonconserved)
bosons-phonons, incorporated into the Fermi-liquid picture as an attractive interaction between
the quasiparticles, and leads to an instability of the Fermi sea (as represented by states near the
Fermi surface) against the bound-state (Cooper) pair formation, even for an arbitrarily small at-
traction magnitude. Such an instability, and resulting from it condensed metallic state of Cooper
pairs in particular, was spectacularly embodied in the Landau Fermi-liquid picture by Bogoliubov
and his coworkers [1] and others (the same method was presented independently by Valatin J.G.
[2]; for its formulation in real-space form see [3]) with the help of an anomalous averages express-
ing the superconducting order parameter within the mean-ﬁeld (BCS) picture. The preservation of
the Fermi-liquid picture even in the presence of pairing for ordinary metals was possible because
the Cooper pairs are strictly speaking, not bosons, i.e. their fermionic origin persists, since the
wave functions of individual pairs overlap strongly and therefore, their internal structure matters.
The essence of the picture survives in the condensed state even when the coupling to the lattice
is strong, if only the carrier concentration is large (i.e. the pair coherence length ξ is still much
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larger than the lattice parameter a). In that situation, the Coulomb repulsive interaction among
electrons is additionally screened out eﬀectively [4] and the condensed state persists, particulary for
the three-dimensional metals and alloys, albeit with strongly renormalized transition temperature,
with its maximal value of about T≃30 K.
The basic question concerning the BCS description validity arises when we consider strongly
correlated systems, for which the single-particle energy or the Fermi energy, is comparable or
even much smaller in magnitude than that of the Coulomb repulsion (represented then by the
magnitude U of the Hubbard intraatomic interaction). The situation is particulary acute for high
temperature superconductors, since they can be regarded as quasi-two-dimensional metals in the
normal state and the charge carrier concentration is maximally about 1/4−1/3 electron per active
(copper) site (formula unit), as is the case for e.g. La2−xSrxCuO4 [5]. Under these circumstances,
it seems questionable to start from the Landau Fermi-liquid theory, as the repulsive interaction
encompasses all electrons, not only those near the Fermi surface. This situation is new also because
the high-temperature superconducting state emerges by a relatively low hole doping (x & 0.05)
from a generic antiferromagnetic 3d Mott-Hubbard insulator (for review see e.g.: [6]). We call
the resultant metallic state, particulary close to the metal-insulator boundary, a correlated (non-
Fermi) quantum liquid. Nonetheless, the experiments show clearly, that as we increase the hole
concentration (x & 0.15), the correlated-liquid state transforms gradually into the Fermi-liquid-like
state. So minimally, when approaching the unconventional superconductivity of high-temperature
or heavy-fermion systems far from the quantum critical point, we should be able to describe it via a
some kind of a nonstandard Fermi-liquid, both in the normal and in the condensed superconducting
phases. However, even in the at regime a novel unique feature or appears for high-Tc systems
namely, when the carrier concentration increases and the systems reaches a metallic concentration,
(albeit on the low side, x ∼ 1/3), the superconductivity disappears altogether. The situation is
illustrated in ﬁgure 1. The phenomenon is universal to all the cuprates and related systems [5].
Figure 1. Schematic phase diagram for La2−xSrxCuO4 and the division into three doping regimes
speciﬁed. The vertical line deﬁnes roughly the optimal doping. The unconventional Fermi-liquid
state roughly corresponds to the regime to the right of the vertical line, where the pseudogap
onset temperature disappears.
This feature seems to rule out the usual pairing in reciprocal space and mediated solely by the
electron-phonon lattice, since then with the growing carrier concentration the Coulomb repulsion
is screened more eﬀectively and the transition temperature should certainly not decrease. In this
context, let us mention right away a natural concept of real space pairing induced by short range
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exchange interactions, the so-called t-J or related models [7–10] (for recent review see: [11]), in
which the pairing is caused by the neighboring spin-singlet correlations which in turn, are diluted
upon the increasing the hole doping and eventually the paired state disappears above the upper
critical concentration nc ∼ 1/4−1/3, which represents some kind of critical concentration for local
pair-hole dissociation.
The purpose of this chapter is to review our [12–15] and related (for review see [16]) works on
real space paired states in the nonstandard Fermi-liquid regime. We discuss brieﬂy both the heavy-
fermion and the high-Tc situations. But ﬁrst, we overview brieﬂy the relevant pairing mechanisms
induced by the exchange interactions an their direct relation to onset of the antiferromagnetic
insulating (Mott) state.
2. Antiferromagnetic exchange interactions as such and as a source of real
space pairing: a perspective
2.1. Kinetic-exchange and real space pairing: narrow band
The relevant for our purpose history of antiferromagnetic exchange interactions in strongly
correlated and insulating magnetic oxides bears its origin from the pioneering work of Anderson
[17] who introduced the idea of kinetic exchange between the neighboring atomic 3d states of
transition-metal cations, each of which has an admixture of 2p states of surrounding O2− anions.
In this manner, the superexchange interaction via the nonmagnetic anions is expressed directly
by that between the magnetic 3d cations. The Anderson’s idea of kinetic exchange, applicable to
the Mott insulators, has been applied subsequently also to the charge-transfer insulators [18] (see
below).
The idea of kinetic exchange was extended subsequently to strongly correlated metals by Spa lek,
Oles´, and Chao [19]. Its essence can be summarized as follows [20]. In the simplest situation, we
start from the Hubbard model representing a single narrow band and expressed in the Wannier
representation, which has the form
H =
∑
ijσ
tij a
†
iσ ajσ + U
∑
i
ni↑ ni↓ , (1)
where the summation means that we take only the sites i 6= j in the hopping part with the hopping
integral tij between them. The hopping range is determined by the number of coordination spheres,
for which tij 6= 0. The second term represents the intraatomic Coulomb interaction only between
the two particles with opposite spins (σ =↑ and σ =↓). Here i denotes symbolically the Wannier
state |Wi(r
¯
)〉 = |W (r
¯
−R
¯ i
)〉 centered on site i. In the strong-correlation limit, we have |tij | ≪ U and
hence the kinetic (bare band) energy, as represented by the ﬁrst term, is much smaller than U and
thus can be regarded as a perturbation. In eﬀect, the Hubbard Hamiltonian may be transformed
in the ﬁrst nontrivial (second) order in tij/U to the following form [19, 20]
HtJ =
∑
ijσ
tij b
†
iσ bjσ +
∑
ij
Jij
(
Si · Sj − 1
4
νiνj
)
+
∑
ijk
tijtjk
U
(
b†iσ S
σ¯
j bkσ¯ − b†iσ νjσ¯ bkσ
)
. (2)
The processes representing the dynamical processes are sketched in ﬁgure 2. In the above expression
b†iσ ≡ aiσ (1− niσ¯) , νiσ ≡ niσ (1− niσ¯) , νi ≡
∑
σ νiσ, and S
σ
i ≡ b†iσ biσ¯, with σ¯ ≡ −σ. The kinetic-
exchange integral is Jij = 2t
2
ij/U . In this Hamilltonian, we project out the local (site) double
occupancies, as well as include both the two-site (virtual-exchange) and the three-site hopping
terms. In the Mott-Hubbard insulating limit we have the conservation of particle number on each
site, i.e. niσ +niσ¯ = 1, and hence the eﬀective Hamiltonian reduces to that of Anderson [16] in the
single-band situation (spin S = 1/2). One has also to note that the intersite Coulomb interaction
∼∑ij Kijninj has been neglected in (1). This term can be included in the analysis [21]. In general,
the ﬁrst term describes a nontrivial form of single-particle hopping, with the particles avoiding each
other (no double occupancies), while the third term represents the nontrivial three-site hopping
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Figure 2. Three possible hopping processes determining the dynamics of Hamiltonian (2) in
the lower Hubbard subband (i.e. for the band ﬁlling n 6 1): (a) virtual hopping between single
occupied neighboring sites that leads to their antiferromagnetic (kinetic) exchange interaction;
(b) two-site single-particle hopping between the single occupied and the empty sites; and (c)
three-site hopping between the singly occupied and the empty site via on intermediate single
occupied site with opposite spin.
k → i, with and without spin ﬂip on the intermediate site j, respectively. In eﬀect, one can
say that in the metallic state (with the band ﬁlling n = 〈ni〉 6= 1) we have nN moving spins (or
equivalently, of N−Nn = N(1−n) holes among the spins of the N -site system) that are correlated
via antiferromagnetic interaction with its range equal to the number of coordination spheres we
take, for which tij 6= 0. The state describing such liquid of moving spins and holes in between them
is customarily called the resonating valence bond (RVB) state [10] although, strictly speaking, in
the present situation the various pair spin-singlet conﬁgurations, taken into account in the RVB
theory of Mott insulator [7–10], are intermixed with the hopping processes.
The eﬀective Hamiltonian (2) contains essentially the intertwinned hopping (kinetic motion)
and the spin correlations (kinetic exchange and 3-side hopping), as any of the terms do not commute
with each other. So quite few nontrivial types the behavior may appear, since minimally the
band and the spin-ordering eﬀects compete viciously, as they become comparable near the Mott
insulating limit [20]. Therefore, it was totally surprising at ﬁrst (at least for the author), that the
Hamiltonian (2) contains also an essentially new physics connected with the real space pairing
[7–10], which eﬀectively can be reduced to some form of BCS theory. A systematic approach to
the concept of new pairing starts with deﬁning the local pairing operators as [8]

B†ij ≡ 1√2
(
b†i↑b
†
i↓ − b†i↓b†i↑,
)
,
Bij ≡ 1√2 (bi↓bi↑ − bi↑bi↓) =
(
B†ij
)†
.
(3)
In eﬀect, one can rewrite the kinetic-exchange energy part in the form:
Si · Sj − 1
4
νiνj ≡ −B†ijBij . (4)
What is even more surprising, the Hamiltonian (2) can be rewritten in the following closed form [8]:
HtJ =
∑
ijσ
tij b
†
iσ bjσ −
∑
ijk
2tijtjk
U
B†ijBkj . (5)
In this form we see that the eﬀective Hamiltonian contains in a direct manner an individual spin
hopping (the ﬁrst term) and the local pair binding (the i = k part), as well as the 3-site hop-
ping for i 6= k. The beauty (and complication) of the problem is that the two terms can become
comparable right at the lower (lower critical) concentration for the transition from an insulating
antiferromagnetic to the superconducting state. This is the reason why superconductivity and an-
tiferromagnetism can become intimately connected in the t-J model if only Bij are the forerunners
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of a condensed spin-singlet superconducting state. Parenthetically, because of the exclusion of the
double-occupied site conﬁgurations (B†ii = Bii ≡ 0), the pairing will have a nontrivial momentum
~k dependence of the superconducting gap. The superconducting state emerging out of this rep-
resentation of the kinetic-exchange part is discussed in the next section. We should mention that
the ideas of real-space pairing have been extended also to the case with orbital degeneracy in [22].
2.2. Kondo-interaction induced real space pairing: hybrizided-band case
The Anderson-lattice model represents the simplest two-band situation, in which bare (starting)
atomic strongly correlated states (of 3d or 4f type, for example) are intermixed with starting atomic
conduction (4s or d5-6s type, respectively), which form already a band in the solid-state case even
so the 3d or 4f states remain atomic. This is easy to understand, since the higher atomic states
as more extended collectivized ﬁrst. The speciﬁc feature of the Anderson-lattice model is that the
outermost valence states looses their atomic parity ((−1)l rule) due to their band character so
it is possible to have (e.g. for 4f and the 5d-6s interatomic mixing between the atomic (4f) and
the Wannier 5d and 6s) states. This last circumstance is constitutes the physical origin of the
model. Its formal structure from the ﬁrst-quantization point of view is not so simple. However,
in the second-quantization language it is easy to formulate the microscopic Hamiltonian, as the
qualitative argument provided above is contained in the microscopic parameters. In eﬀect, the
starting Hamiltonian in the Wannier representation has the form
H =
∑
mnσ
tmnc
†
nσcnσ + ǫf
∑
iσ
Ni↑ + U
∑
i↓
+
∑
imσ
Vin
(
f †iσcmσ + c
†
mσfiσ
)
− µ
(∑
iσ
Niσ +
∑
mσ
nmσ
)
, (6)
where i labels correlated atomic (f=3d or 4f) states, (m,n) label delocalized c states, Niσ ≡ f †iσfiσ,
and Vim represents the hybridization integral. In the limit |Vim| ≪ |ǫf | and U , the above periodic
Anderson Hamiltonian transforms into the Kondo Hamiltonian with the antiferromagnetic (kinetic-
exchange) Kondo coupling between the itinerant and the localized electrons [23]. In the limit, the
numbers of correlated and of the itinerant electrons are conserved separately. So this limit of the
Anderson-lattice Hamiltonian, the so-called Kondo-lattice limit does not concern us here.
Figure 3. Schematic representation of hybridization-induced process as f-level occupied depen-
dent hopping process and their division into low- and high-energy processes. The former (I)
correspond to residual hybridization term in (8); the other (II) lead to the Kondo-type coupling
which in turn is expressed as real-space hybrid pairing in (11) in the second order in V/ (ǫf).
The situation of interest for us here is provided by the condition that |Vin| ≪ U , but |Vin| . |ǫf |,
as represented schematically in ﬁgure 3. This means that we transform out only the high-energy
terms of the order Vim/U and replace them with the eﬀective kinetic-exchange interactions of the
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Kondo type, but leave the residual hybridization term ∼ Vim (1−Nσ¯) f †imcm + · · · , untouched. In
result the eﬀective Hamiltonian in the second order acquires the approximate form [24]
H =
∑
mnσ
tmnc
†
nσcnσ + ǫf
∑
iσ
νiσ +
∑
imσ
Vin (1−Niσ¯)
(
f †iσcmσ + c
†
mσfiσ
)
+
∑
im
2V 2im
ǫf + U
(
Si · sm − 1
4
νinm
)
+
1
ǫf + U
∑
imnσ
VmiVinS
σ
i c
†
mσcnσ , (7)
where now tmn ≡ tmn − µδmn, and ǫf ≡ ǫf − µ. As in the single-narrow-band case, we have
projected out completely the double occupancies on a-site, as well as have deﬁned the quantities
νiσ ≡ Niσ (1−Niσ¯), νi =
∑
σ νiσ, Si ≡ (Sσi , Szi ) ≡
[
f †iσfiσ,
1
2 (νi↑ − νi↓)
]
and sm = (s
σ
m, s
z
m) =[
c†mσcmσ¯, (1/2) (nm↑ − nm↓)σ
]
. The third and the fourth terms represent the truncated a-c mixing
and the Kondo coupling, respectively. The Kondo antiferromagnetic exchange integral is J
(K)
im =
2V 2im/ (ǫf + U). The dynamical process leading to the above Hamiltonian have been sketched in
ﬁgure 3.
In analogy to the section 2.1 we introduce here the so-called hybrid pairing operators in real
space 

A†im =
1√
2
[
f †i↑c
†
m↓ (1−Ni↓)− f †i↓c†m↑ (1−Ni↑)
]
,
Aim =
(
A†im
)†
.
(8)
In that situation, the hole aﬀective Hamiltonian can be cast in a bit more compact form as follows
H =
∑
mnσ
tmnc
†
mσcnσ +
∑
imσ
[
Vin (1−Niσ¯) f †iσcmσ +H.c.
]
−
∑
imn
VimV
∗
in
ǫf + U
A†imAin . (9)
In this form we have taken into account the fact, that the hybridization matrix element Vin can
be complex. Also, we can also include the higher order terms. In the fourth order the pairing part
between f-electrons taken the form (5). The basic question when the Hamiltonian for e.g. magnetic
oxides can be taken in the simpler form (5). The question has not answered deﬁnitely as yet.
2.3. Specific features of the real-space pairing
The operators B†ijBij and A
†
imAim have only a vague relation to the particle-number operator
a†iσa
†
jσ¯ajσ¯aiσ = niσnjσ¯, as the latter represents intersite (for i 6= j) particle-particle correlation
function. However, the pairing part of the total energy diminishes if the average 〈B†ijBij〉 is nonzero.
This average has a nontrivial structure, namely B†iiBii ≡ 0. The last property follows from the
circumstance that the double occupancies are projected out on each site. This leads in turn, to
a nontrivial structure of the superconducting gap. Both these properties follow from fact that
the pairing operators are composed of the projected fermion operators b†iσ ≡ aiσ (1− niσ¯)and
biσ ≡ aiσ (1− niσ¯), and similarly for f operators.
The second characteristic feature of the whole approach is that the projected Fermi operators
have non-fermionic anticommutation relations. For example,{
biσ, b
†
jσ
}
=
[
(1− niσ¯) δσσ′ − Sσ¯i (1− δσσ′ )
]
δij . (10)
Additionally, the hopping and the exchange-interaction terms do not commute with each others,
so the motion of electrons and the spin-interaction (e.g. the spin-ﬂip processes) are entangled with
each other and result in a strongly correlated (non-Fermi liquid) metallic state. What is equally
important, the kinetic-energy (∼ tij) and the exchange
(∼ t2ij/U) can easily become comparable
for ﬁling close to the half ﬁlling (n) and we can have a transformation form such metal to the
localized antiferromagnetic state (or vice versa) or to the phase separation into antiferromagnetic
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islands immersed in the sea of (1 − n)N holes with ferromagnetic ordering of the spin inside
the sea. The second state is rather unstable as the Coulomb repulsion introduced by the hole
condensation in part of the system will charge the system and destabilize such phase-representation
state. Nonetheless, antiferromagnetic state may coexist with the paired state. Such possibility arises
from the identity which for the single narrow-band case reads
Si · Sj − 1
4
νiνj ≡ −B†ijBij , (11)
and hence, the nonzero averages of the type 〈Bij〉 may imply the nontrivial averages of 〈Szi 〉 and
vice versa. Likewise, from the analogous identity for the f − c system, i.e.
Si · sm − 1
4
νinm ≡ −A†imAim . (12)
It follows, that the nontrivial structure of magnetic correlations expressed via 〈Si〉 and 〈sm〉 may
implicate nontrivial structure of the averages 〈A†im〉 in some sort of mean ﬁeld approximation
discussed next. Obviously, there is a problem, to what extent the magnetic and the paired states
can be regarded as diﬀerent states in view of the identities (11) and (12). This question can be
answered in a way empirically only when studding relative stability of diﬀerent states obtained
from an approximate treatment, as the exact solution of any of these models is not available.
3. Renormalized mean-field solution: pure paired states
We concentrate now on the analysis renormalized mean-field solution for both t-J model (5) and
the Anderson-lattice with the Kondo-type pairing (9). The standard method of approach is either
the Gutzwiller approximation (GA) or the slave-boson approach, the latter constructed in such a
manner that it reduces to the Gutzwiller approximation in the simplest normal and paramagnetic
state. However, in the case of magnetic and/or superconducting state, the SB approach introduces
speciﬁc eﬀective ﬁelds [25] which also renormalize the chemical potential. Recently, we have pro-
posed a new method of approach [26] which combines the feature of the GA and SB methods
in the mean-ﬁeld approximation. We called it the statistically-consistent Gutzwiller approxima-
tion (SGA). We discuss this method on two examples of the models introduced above leaving the
detailed elaboration of the method to separate publications.
3.1. Extended t-J model
Any theoretical approach to the paired state described by the Hamiltonian (6) must deal with
two separate problems. First, it must deal with restrictions introduced with the double-occupancy
exclusion (i.e. with the Gutzwiller projection) and second, it must decouple the pairing part into
a tractable form (here in the mean-ﬁeld form). The ﬁrst problem is dealt with by introducing the
Gutzwiller or related approximations. It relies on replacing the Gutwiller projected operators with
the ordinary fermion operators with renormalized coeﬃcients. In eﬀect, the Hamiltonian (6) is
transformed to the form
HtJ =
∑
ijσ
tijg
t
ijσa
†
iσajσ −
∑
ij
Jijg
J
ijA
†
ijAij + (three-site terms), (13)
where gσ and g
J are the renormalization factors, which restrict the motion of single particles (gtσ)
and bound singlet pair
(
gJ
)
, respectively, as the constraint on the double occupancies has been
released. The explicit form of the renormalization factors can be obtained via diﬀerent ways. The
second step is to perform the Hartree-Fock type decoupling of the pairing part. For the sake of
clarity we discuss next the simplest model with the pairing when only (Si · Sj) part is taken only
as the pairing part [11, 13] and then present the results for the full model.
The exchange part can be decoupled in the Hartree-Fock approximation and incorporates as
nonzero a priori all bilinear averages obtained according to the prescription
AˆBˆ ≃ 〈Aˆ〉Bˆ + 〈Bˆ〉Aˆ− 〈Aˆ〉〈Bˆ〉, (14)
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where 〈. . .〉 denotes the statistical average. Employing this procedure, we obtain the truncated
Hamiltonian (13) in the forms
HtJ =
∑
ijσ
tijg
t
ija
†
iσajσ − µ
∑
iσ
a†iσajσ −
3
4
∑
ijσ
Jijg
J
ij
(
χjia
†
iσajσ +H.c.− |χij |2
)
− 3
4
∑
ijσ
Jijg
J
ij
(
∆ijajσa
†
iσ¯ +H.c.− |∆ij |2
)
, (15)
when χij ≡ 〈a†iσajσ〉 and ∆ij ≡ 〈aiσ¯ajσ〉 are respectively the hoping amplitude and the so-called
RVB gap parameter, both to be the determined self-consistently. The standard procedure encom-
passes diagonalizing the bilinear Hamiltonian (15) and solving subsequently the self-consistent (s-c)
Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations for χij ,∆ij and µ.
As has been noticed recently [13, 15], the solution based on the s-c BdG equations may not
be entirely satisfactory. The reason for this is that the renormalization factors are complicated
functions of the parameters. For example, a simple scheme extending GA [27] yields the following
expressions for the spatially homogeneous case.
gtij =
sx(1− x)
(1− x2) + 4|χij |2 , (16)
gJij =
4(1− x)2
(1− x2)2 + 8x2β−ij(2) + 16β†ij(4)
, (17)
with β†ij ≡ |∆ij |n±|χij |n. The site i, j are the neighboring sites 〈ij〉. For dependence as these above,
the parameters ∆ij and χij determined variationally form the approximate form of the free-energy
functional may not (and are not) equal to these determined self-consistently. Therefore, to achieve
a consistency of the results from statistical -physics point of view, one introduces [13, 15] the
constraints in the spirit of Bogoliubov (−µN) term in the grand-canonical formalism in order to
enforce the particle-number conservation. Explicitly, the eﬀective Hamilltonian Hλ with additional
constraints providing the statistical consistency can be written up as [11]
Hˆλ ≡ HMFAtJ −
∑
i
λ
(n)
i
(∑
σ
a†iσaiσ − 〈ni〉
)
−
∑
〈ij〉σ
[
λχij
(
a†iσajσ − χij
)
+H.c.
]
−
∑
〈ij〉σ
[
λ∆ij (aiσ¯ajσ −∆ij) +H.c.
]
, (18)
where the Lagrange multipliers λ
(n)
1 , λ
χ
ij , and λ
∆
ij play the role of molecular ﬁelds coupled to the
corresponding averages. Hamiltonian (18) represents our starting Hamiltonian, which we will dis-
cuss for the spatially homogeneous state i.e. when 〈ni〉 = n, χ〈ij〉 = χ and ∆〈ij〉 = ∆. In that
situation λ
(n)
i = λ, λ
χ
〈ij〉 = λ
χ, and λ∆〈ij〉.
The next step is the diagonalization ofHλ via the Bogoliubov-Valatin canonical transformation,
which yields
Hλ =
∑
k
Ek
(
γ†k0γk0 + γ
†
k1γk0
)
+
∑
k
(ξk − Ek) + C, (19)
with quasiparticle energy Ek =
√
ξk2 +D
2
k, the superconducting-gap parameter Dk ≡√
2
∑
τ Dτ cos kτ , and the bare-band energy ξk = −2
∑
τ Tτ cos kτ − µ− λ. For a two dimensional
system discussed in detail next τ = (x, y). Also, the renormalized hopping and gap parameters are,
respectively
T = −t+ 3
4
JgJ + λχ, Dτ =
3
4
JgJ∆τ + λ
∆. (20)
We see that the parameters t〈ij〉 = −t and D are inﬂuenced by the Lagrange multipliers (λχ, λ∆);
that is why they play an important role in the system dynamics. The remaining parameters are
deﬁned in the original paper [13].
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Having deﬁned the quasiparticle energies Ek, we can construct the free energy functional the
(and the free energy) for fermionic quasiparticles in a standard manner
F {χ,∆, λχ, λ∆, T} = C +∑
k
(ξk − Ek)− 2kBT ln
(
1 + e−βEk
)
, (21)
which we minimize subsequently with respect to χ,∆, µ, λ, λχ, and λ∆ for a two dimensional
square lattice and for the d-wave symmetry of the superconducting gap ∆x = −∆y = ∆ then,
λ∆x = −λ∆y = λ∆. The results obtained variationally within the present, more complete method,
diﬀer from those obtained from the self-consistent procedure, as has been shown in detail in [13, 15].
In those papers it has been shown also explicitly, that it is possible to have a spontaneously
broken translation symmetry with χx 6= χy (the Pomeranchuk instability), which is induced by the
electronic correlations.
Figure 4. Doping dependence of the renormalized superconducting order parameter ∆c. The
curves 1–7 are explained in detail in [15] and correspond to various methods of solving Hamil-
tonian (2). The most important feature of the solution is the appearance of the upper critical
concentration for the d-wave superconductivity disappearance. The vertical line deﬁnes roughly
the optical doping, as in ﬁgure 1.
Instead of discussing in detail the above simplest situation with the statistical consistency con-
ditions, we would like to mention one very important new undertaking in our group which we regard
as an essentially important for all the available approaches. Namely, a new approach extending
GA or SB methods has been recently proposed by Fukushima [28]. Implementation of this method
to the t-J model leads to few very important novel properties within thus obtained renormalized
mean-field theory. First of them is shown in ﬁgure 4, where we present the doping x ≡ 1 − n
dependence of the renormalized superconducting gap. The important feature of this dependence
is the appearance of the upper critical concentration for the superconductivity disappearance irre-
spectively of what type of approximation we make as shown on the curves 1-6. We have induced
there the full Hamiltonian (5), with reasonable values of the parameters: J/|t| = 0.3 the ratio of the
ﬁrst two hopping parameters t′/t = −0.27 (cf. curve 7) (for detailed explanation of the curves 1-6,
see [15]). The values of the upper critical concentration is quite reasonable, when compared with
experiment (cf. ﬁgure 1). Let us mention also, that the new method provides also reasonable value
of the Fermi velocity and of the value of superconducting gap, both as a function of doping, at least
in the overdoped regime, where the system is represented by an unconventional (almost-localized)
Fermi liquid, with quasiparticle energies also adjusted variationally in the superconducting state.
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3.2. Kondo-interaction induced pairing: spin-dependent effective masses and Fulde-Ferrell-
Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) phase
In this section we concentrate on a novel state discovered in strongly correlated system, namely
on the Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov state proposed theoretically many years ago [29].The mo-
tivation for us originating this work was the discovery [30] that this state has been observed in
the heavy-fermion system CeCoIns5 [30]. The interesting thing is that in the same system the
spin-dependent masses have been observed earlier [31]. This last discovery was predicted earlier
theoretically [32] and leads to rather strong Zeeman spin splitting of the band states. Therefore, it
seemed natural to combine the two eﬀects appearing simultaneously when the electronic correla-
tions are included. However, one has to include then also the appearance of the eﬀective ﬁeld driven
by the correlations and the real space pairing introduced in section 2.2 when the correlations are
strong . All of these factors have been included the recent series of papers for both electron-gas
[12, 14] and two-dimensional-band systems [33]. The results are overviewed brieﬂy below.
Spin-dependent masses
For a quasiparticle gas of correlated particles, their energy in the applied ﬁeld h = gµBHa,
when the Landau quantization is neglected, is expressed as
ξkσ =
~
2k2
2mσ
− σh− µ− σhcorr , (22)
where hcorr is the ﬁeld induced by the correlations and spin-dependent mass enhancement mσ/mB
is of the form in the limit of U →∞ for a single narrow band [11]
mσ
mB
=
1− nσ
1− n =
1− n/2
1− n − σ
m¯
2(1− n) ≡
1
mB
(
mav − σ
2
∆m
)
, (23)
where mB is the bare (band) mass, m¯ = n↑−n↓ is the system spin polarization, and n is the band
ﬁlling (n = n↑ + n↓). Also, ∆m = m↓ −m↑ is the mass diﬀerence and mav = (m↑ +m↓) /2 is the
average quasiparticle mass. It is interesting to note that in the magnetic saturation limit we recover
the band limit for the spin-majority subband, i.e. m↑/mB = 1, whereas the heavy quasiparticles
in the spin-minority band (with m↓/mB = 1/(1−n)) disappear. Two features are important here:
(i) the masses are high in the almost-localized limit (1 − n) ≪ 1 and (ii) the mass m↓ in the
spin-minority band is the heaviest, since due to the spin imbalance, those quasiparticles scatter
very strongly (due to the presence of the large-magnitude Hubbard term ∼ Uni↑ni↓). Additional
features follows from the circumstance that we can “switch-oﬀ” completely the Hubbard interaction
by applying the magnetic ﬁeld and saturating magnetically the system. This is possible only (and
is the case) because the ﬁeld induced by the correlations enhances strongly the eﬀect of applied
magnetic ﬁeld.
The brief analysis provided above delineates the principal message about what we mean by
nonstandard quasiparticles in a (strongly) correlated system. First, they can become quite heavy,
i.e. mav/mB ≫ 1. Second they depend on the spin direction, what makes them distinguishable in
the quantum-mechanical sense, since the mass in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics is an external
(input) characteristic in the problem at hand. Third, the eﬀective ﬁeld driven by correlations
can become very strong i.e. much stronger than any molecular ﬁeld appearing in magnetism. All
these microscopic properties must be determined self-consistently. This feature of nonstandard
quasiparticles distinguishes the way they are introduced, as compared to that they are deﬁned
within the original phenomenological Landau- Fermi-liquid theory, where the enhancement of the
eﬀective mass and of the magnetic susceptibility is expressed in terms of interaction parameters,
which are not determined within the scheme. Additionally, in the Landau scheme the enhancement
factors are determined by including the interaction only among the quasiparticles at and/or in close
vicinity of the Fermi surface. Here, all the particles mutually inﬂuence each other, what is expressed
via an integration over all occupied states when solving appropriate self-consistent equations.
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Nonstandard Cooper-pair states
The eﬀective-mass distinguishable quasiparticles will form also nonstandard Cooper pair [12,
34]. This property is illustrated in ﬁgure 5, where the standard Cooper-pair and that with the spin-
dependent masses are shown. The crucial consequence of the mass-inequivalence is demonstrated
Figure 5. Behavior of the spin part of the Cooper-pair wave function under transposition of
particles labeled as 1 =↑ and 2 =↓ at rest (upper row, antisymmetry preserved) and moving
Cooper pair with center-of-mass momentum ~Q 6= 0 (lower row, no deﬁnite symmetry).
explicitly in ﬁgure 6, where the transition from Cooper pair at rest to the moving-pair state is
observed at the critical ﬁeld, that is also accompanied by the transition from the pure spin-singlet
state to the spin-speciﬁc state χ↑(1)χ↓(2). Further analysis of this point is carried out in detail
elsewhere [12]. Note that the moving Cooper-pair state is a precursor of the FFLO-state appearance.
Figure 6. Optimal Cooper-pair center-of-mass momentum Q versus applied magnetic ﬁeld. For
high enough ﬁelds, |Q| ≈ ∆kF, where ∆kF is the Fermi omentum diﬀerence for the two spin
subbands. The nature of the spin part of the wave function in each regime is shown. The solid
circle at the curve right marks the Pauli limiting critical ﬁeld.
Superconducting state: Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov state
We will describe next the Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov (FFLO) state for the model heavy-
fermion system starting from Hamiltonian (9) with the hybrid pairing. This Hamiltonian in the
simplest Gutzwiller approximation yields the following eﬀective BCS-type Hamiltonian
H =
∑
kσ
[
ǫkσc
†
kσckσ + ǫ˜ffσf
†
kσfkσ + V˜kσf
†
kσckσ + V˜
∗
kσc
†
kσfkσ
]
− 2
ǫ+ U
1
N
∑
kk′Q
VkV
∗
k′A
†
kQAk′Q , (24)
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with
AkQ =
1√
2
[
f †
k+Q/2↑c
†
−k+Q/2↓ − f †k+Q/2↓c†−k+Q/2↑
]
. (25)
The single-particle part can be easily diagonalized by moving to the hybridized basis, whereas
the pairing part is represented by a separable pairing potential. We proceed with the transforma-
tion to the hybridized basis ﬁrst, which yields the following transformed pairing part among the
quasiparticles in the lower hybridized band (appropriate for 〈f †iσfiσ〉+ 〈c†iσciσ〉 6 1)
H =
∑
kσ
Ekσα
†
kσαkσ −
4
ǫf + U
∑
kk′Q
|VkVk′ |2(qσqσ)1/2
[(ǫkσ − ǫ˜fσ)2 + |V˜kσ|2]1/2[(ǫk′σ − ǫ˜fσ)2 + |V˜k′σ|2]1/2
× α†
k+Q/2↑α
†
−k+Q/2↓α−k′+Q/2↓αk′+Q/2↑ , (26)
where the quasiparticle energy in the normal state is given by
Ekσ ≡ ǫkσ + ǫ˜fσ
2
−
[( ǫkσ + ǫ˜fσ
2
)2
+ |V˜kσ|2
]1/2
. (27)
In all these equations ǫkσ = ǫk−σh−µ, ǫkσ = ǫf − σh−µ, V˜kσ = Vkq1/2σ , where the normalization
factor is takes in the Gutzwiller approximation [33]. For the constant (intraatomic) form of the
hybridization Vk = V = −|V |, we obtain eﬀectively single-band model discussed in detail in [34],
with heavy electrons of primary f type, i.e αkσ ≃ fkσ if 1 − n ≪ 1. Below we present only the
principal features of the phase diagram leaving the details for the full papers [12, 14, 33]. Note
that in general we have here the center-of-mass momentum of the Cooper pair Q 6= 0 to include
a possibility of the FFLO phase appearance (strictly speaking, we consider only the Fulde-Ferrell
case).
In the standard Hartree-Fock approximation with anomalous averages, Hamiltonian (26) in the
narrow band limit reduces to the form
H =
∑
kσ
(ǫkσ − µ) f †kσfkσ − gµBH
∑
k
(
f †k↑fk↑ − f †k↓fk↓
)
+
∑
k
(
∆∗kQ fk↑f−k+Q↓ +H.c.
)
+N
|∆kQ|2
V0
, (28)
with the single-particle energy parameterized in the hight-binding approximation, which in for the
case of square lattice takes the form
ǫkσ ≡ qσ [−2t(coskx + cos ky) + 4t′ cos kx cos ky] , (29)
and qσ is, as before, the Gutwiller band narrowing factor (the spin-dependent mass enhancement)
and the superconducting gap is determined from the self-consistent equation
∆kQ = −V0
N
∑
k′
γkγk′〈f−k′+Q↓fk′↑〉. (30)
Additionally, V0 is the pairing magnitude which for the constant hybridization has the form
V0 = −4V
2 (qσqσ¯)
1/2
ǫf + U
, (31)
and the factors γk and γk′ correspond to the separable k-dependent factors in (26) divided by V
2.
Next, we carry out the approximate form of the Bogoliubov transformation which in the mean-
time acquired the name of the Bogoliubov-Valatin-de Gennes-Nambu transformation! For that
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purpose we represent (28) in the matrix form
H =
∑
k
(f †k↑, f−k+Q↓)
(
ǫk↑ − gµBH − µ ∆k,Q
∆∗k,Q −ǫ−k+Q↓ − gµBH + µ
)(
fk↑
f †−k+Q↓
)
+
∑
k
(ǫk↓ + gµBH − µ) +N
∆2Q
V0
. (32)
The transformation to the quasiparticle representation has the usual form(
α˜k
β˜†k
)
=
(
uk vk
−vk uk
)(
fk↑
f †−k+Q↓
)
, (33)
with the Bogoliubov coherence factors given now by the relations
uk =

1
2

1 + ǫk↑ + ǫ−k+Q↓ − 2µ√
(ǫk↑ + ǫ−k+Q↓ − 2µ)2 + 4∆2kQ




1/2
, (34)
vk =

1
2

1− ǫk↑ + ǫ−k+Q↓ − 2µ√
(ǫk↑ + ǫ−k+Q↓ − 2µ)2 + 4∆2kQ




1/2
. (35)
The quasiparticle energies in the phase with Q 6= 0 are
EkQα =
1
2
(ǫk↑ − ǫ−k+Q↓)− gµBHα1
2
[
(ǫk↑ + ǫ−k+Q↓ − 2µ)2 4|∆kQ|2
]1/2
, (36)
where sign factor α = ± corresponds to the electron or hole excitations, respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 7. Phase diagram for the cases with the spin-dependent (a) and the spin-independent
masses (b). Light region corresponds to Q = 0 (BCS phase), the darker one to Q 6= 0 (FFLO
phase) and the white to normal state. Note that with increasing temperature, the transition
from BCS to FFLO state occurs at higher ﬁelds, tin qualitative agreement with experimental
results [30]. The FFLO phase is stable in an extended Ha-T regime only in the SDM case.
Having discussed the explicit expression for the fermionic quasiparticle excitations, we can con-
struct the free energy functional, as well as determine the system of self-consistent equations for
∆kQ, µ, and m¯; we also optimize the energy with respect to the magnitude of the wave vector Q.
One should also mention that for the electron-gas situation we have included explicitly in the ef-
fective Hamiltonian the correlation ﬁeld hcorr, which we optimize, whereas for the two-dimensional
band structure (29) we have been able so far to carry out only the whole analysis in the Gutzwiller
approximation for the Hamiltonian (24), before the pairing is included. In ﬁgures 7 and 8 we
provide the exemplary phase diagrams on the plane temperature T – applied magnetic ﬁeld H
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(a) (b)
Figure 8. Phase boundaries for a two-dimensional d-wave superconductor with both the spin-
independent masses (SIM) (a) and with the spin-dependent masses (SDM) (b). The FFLO-
BCS transition line is of discontinuous nature. The dashed line marks the stability limit of the
BCS state as determined by the value of the second critical ﬁeld Hc2 for the BCS state. The
values of parameters are n = 0.97 and V0 = 12.5K. For these values of the parameters, the
superconducting transition temperature is T = 2.5K and the uppermost critical ﬁeld for the
FFLO phase is above 6 T . Note that the FFLO state is robust in the situation with SDM and
this result is one of the principal features of the present discussion.
for the three-dimensional gas [12] and square-lattice cases [33], respectively. The most important
feature coming out of these ﬁgures are: (i) the BCS state (i.e. that with Q = 0) is quite robust
in the lower ﬁelds and higher temperatures, (ii) the inclusion of the eﬀective-mass spin depen-
dence leads to a remarkable extension of regime of the FFLO stability, (iii) in the FFLO phase
the upper critical ﬁeld of the transition to the normal phase is much higher than that for the
BCS superconducting state, and (iv) the ﬁrst-order BCS→FFLO transition can be accompanied
by a weak metamagnetic transition [12]. One should also not that the detailed analysis of the
FFLO state is carried out elsewhere [33]. Also, the full SGA analysis of the superconducting states
within the full statistically-consistent Gutzwiller approach (SGA) for the present model is still to
be ﬁnalized.
4. Concluding remarks
In this brief review I have tried to demonstrate the usefulness of the concept of an uncon-
ventional Fermi liquid for such diverse phenomena as high temperature superconductivity (as
represented by t-J model) and heavy-fermion superconductivity (represented by the Kondo pair-
ing) and particularly, the Fulde-Ferrell-Larkin-Ovchinnikov-state stability in the latter case (on
the example of narrow-band limit with the Kondo-interaction induced pairing). The statistically-
consistent (SGA) method proposed by us [26] is probably the most general Fermi-liquid approach
possible for almost localized correlated systems, as we renormalize all relevant quantities: introduce
the spin-dependent mass renormalization, as well as the eﬀective ﬁeld and the chemical-potential
shift, all induced by the interparticle correlations. In addition to that, speciﬁc purely electronic
mechanism of pairing in real space, leads to the BCS-type of Hamiltonian for all electrons and
with a nontrivial (d-wave) form of the superconducting gap. Inclusion of quantum ﬂuctuations
in the mean-ﬁeld SGA solution is possible [26], but ﬁrst one has to implement the SGA method
completely by incorporating in it also the possibility of coexistence of superconductivity with an-
tiferromagnetism. Also, the role of the intersite Coulomb (for the t-J model) and the interorbital
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Coulomb (for the model with Kondo pairing) has to clariﬁed, as it works against any of the intersite
real-space pairing driven by the electronic correlations. We should be able to see a progress along
these lines in the near future.
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Надпровiднi стани у сильно скорельованих системах з
нестандартними квазiчастинками i спарюванням у
реальному просторi: границя нетрадицiйної Фермi-рiдини
Й. Спалек1,2
1 Iнститут фiзики iм. Мар’яна Смолуховського, Ягелонський унiверситет, Кракiв, Польща
2 Факультет фiзики i прикладних комп’ютерних наук, AGH унiверситет науки i технологiї,
Кракiв, Польща
Ми використовуємо концепцiю узагальненої (майже локалiзованої) Фермi рiдини, що складається
з нестандартних квазiчастинок iз спiн залежними ефективними масами i ефективним полем,
iндукованим електронними кореляцiями. Фермi рiдина отримана в рамках так званого статистично-
узгодженого наближення Гутцвiллера (SGA), що було недавно запропоноване [cf. J. Je¸drak et al.,
arXiv: 1008.0021] i описує електроннi стани скорельованої квантової рiдини. Особливий наголос
робиться на спарюваннi у реальному просторi, яке викликане електронними кореляцiями, станi
Фульде-Феррелла важкої фермiонної рiдини i d-хвильовому надпровiдному станi високотемпера-
турних мiдних надпровiдникiв у випадку перелегування.Обговорюється вiдповiдна фазова дiаграма,
яка демонструє, зокрема, границi стiйкостi станiв типу Бардiна-Купера-Шрiффера.
Ключовi слова: скоорельованi фермiони, високотемпературна надпровiднiсть, нетрадицiйна
надпровiднiсть, спарювання в реальному просторi, важкi фермiони, модель t-J, спарювання Кондо
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